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 This study proposes a face recognition model using a combination of shape 
and texture vectors that are used to produce new face images on 2D-3D 
reconstruction images. The reconstruction process to produce 3D face images 
is carried out using the convolutional neural network (CNN) method on 2D 
face images. Merging shapes and textures vector is used to produce 
correlation points on new face images that have similarities to the initial 
image used. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used as a feature 
extraction method, and for the classification method, we use the Mahalanobis 
method. The results of the tests can produce a better recognition rate 
compared to face recognition testing using 2D images. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The human face recognition system is research in the field of computer vision that continues to  
develop today. Several studies on the development of facial recognition have been carried out by several 
previous researchers such as [1,2,3,4,5]. Some of these face recognition studies include many using facial 
recognition processing using 2-dimensional (2D) imagery in the process of image data acquisition, 
preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. Some facial recognition studies using 2D imagery have 
advantages in the face recognition computation process but they still have weaknesses, especially the 
problem of illumination variations and pose variations when taking facial images, resulting in less optimal 
facial recognition. 
There are several studies of facial recognition systems that have used 3-dimensional (3D) imagery in 
the process of human face recognition as done by [6] and [7]. Some face recognition studies using 3D 
imagery require image acquisition using 3D scanners which are quite expensive. The process of facial image 
recognition using 3D imagery also has a weakness in the process of computing face recognition which is 
more complicated than the face recognition model using 2D imagery generated from ordinary cameras. 
To improve the accuracy of maximum facial recognition and faster facial recognition computing 
time, several studies combining 2D and 3D techniques have been carried out. [8] conducted face recognition 
research to improve face recognition accuracy based on features-based 2D images on taking a single vision 
camera. The technique used is to reconstruct 2D to 3D images to produce a frontal single face image with 
neutral facial expressions and normal illuminance. This face recognition technology can produce facial 
recognition accuracy in severalconditions such as variations in poses, light illumination and facial 
expressions that are better than the general 2D face recognition system. 
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Face recognition research using 2D front-facing facial images to reconstruct the next 3D face image 
was carried out by [9]. This study uses a 3D generic elastic model (3D GEM) to reconstruct the 3D model of 
each human face obtained from a database of 2D face images taken using a single vision technique. The main 
parts of the face are extracted using texture, and the results of the reconstruction are based on the value of the 
depth on the 2D land-mark face. The results of this study canproduce a face recognition technologythat 
canhandle changes in facial expressions. 
From several previous face recognition studies, there are still many methods and algorithms that 
have not been studied, specifically the use of reconstruction algorithms from 2D images to 3D forms that are 
used as databases in face recognition. This 2D to 3D image reconstruction method is expected to contribute 
robustly in face detection and recognition so that it has high accuracy and fast facial recognition computing. 
To solve some of these problems, this research conducted a study of facial recognition using an approach to 
develop 2D to 3D image reconstruction models using the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The CNN 
method is used to produce a 3D face image from 2D face images. The next step is to combine the shape and 
texture vector to produce a correlation of points on the new face image that has similarities to the initial 
image used. The results of the process of combining vector shapes and textures from 3D face images are then 
processed using a database for the face recognition process. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
The proposed method that used in this research as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Proposed Method 
 
This face recognition system uses Viola-Jones face detection to determine which faces are detected. 
The next process is to reconstruct 2D face images into 3D using CNN [10]. The CNN method can produce 
3D face images which are then processed using a shape and texture combination to produce a correlation of 
points on a new face image that has similarities to the initial image used. 
In the feature extraction process, the Principal Component Analysis method is used to reduce the 
dimensions of a facial image [5]. The classification process for comparing test face images with face images 
on a database used the Mahalanobis Distance method [5]. This method can produce a high recognition rate in 
the proposed facial recognition system 
 
2.1.  2D-3D Reconstruction using CNN 
Similar to [11, 12, 13, 14], a 3D face can be reconstructed from a 2D face using a formula 
represented in Eq.(1):   
 
 S = Ś +Ud .αd+Ue.αe   (1) 
¯ 
 
S is the 3D face output, Ś is the mean of facial’s shape, Udis the training of principal components on 
a 3D face,  αd shows the vector of parameter identification, Ue is the training of principal components on the 
offset 3D facial scans and αe is the vector of expression parameter. The method is used to reconstruct a 2D 
facial image becoming a reconstructed 3D face. The model of 2D-3D face reconstruction using CNN is seen 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The architecture of the model for 2D-3D face reconstruction using CNN 
 
2.2.  Shape and Texture Combining 
The result of 3D face reconstruction using CNN was then processed by shape and texture combined. 
It is used to recognize faces across a wide range of pose and illumination conditions. To solve the poses and 
illuminations problems, we can use the parameters separately between intrinsic and extrinsic models. The 
information of all poses of faces can be stored by estimating a 3D shape of faces. 
 We estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters to recognize a face by comparing the nearest 
neighbouring face in the database. To determine a morphable model of 3D faces, we represent a face using 2 
vectors shown in Eq.(2) and Eq.(3). 
S0 =(x1, y1 , z1 , …….xn, yn, zn)T  (2) 
 
 T0 =(R1, G1 , B1 , …..Rn,Gn, Bn)T  (3) 
 
Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) explained that the pixel at (xk, yk, zk) have colors (Rk, Gk, Bk). S0 is the vector of 
shape and T0 is the vector of texture. The two vectors are combined using a formula seen in Eq.(4):  
 I(h, ϕ)=(r(h, ϕ),R(h, ϕ),G(h, ϕ),B(h, ϕ))T            (4) 
 
 The combination of the shape vector and texture vector that produces a new face is shown as a 
formula in Eq.(5) and Eq.(6). 
S = ∑i aiSi    (5) 
  
T = ∑i bi Ti        (6) 
 
 A 3D face resulted from a vector combination needs to correlate every point with the equivalent 
point on a reference face. A modified algorithm is used to determine the point to point correspondence. For 
parameters with (h, ϕ), a diagram that maps each point between the reference face and the new face is used to 
result in S and T vectors. The correlation of every point between a new 3D face and a reference face is shown 
in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Correlation of every point between new a 3D face and a reference face 
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2.3.  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
In this research, we use PCA [5] to reduce the dimensionality on the set of shape and texture of 
vectors (Si andTi ). Different types of faces can be produced if linear combinations of vector shapes and 
textures are formed separately for the eyes, nose, mouth, etc. PCA is a feature extraction model that serves to 
reduce image features before the classification process is carried out. 
     Using PCA, we can find cx as the matrix characteristics and then calculate the covariance matrixx. 
The eigenvalues are provided by solving the characteristic equation of ( iI-x) = 0. The transformation 
characteristics are calculated using cy = cxWT. The new characteristics will be processed in classification using 
Mahalanobis Distance. 
 
2.4.  Mahalanobis Distance 
In the matching step, we use the Mahalanobis distance to improve recognition rate and computation 
time. Mahalanobis distance is used to determine the similarity among the features in face recognition.  
Mahalanobis Distance (D2) is determined using x as vector data, m as a vector of mean values of 
independent variables, C-1 as the inverse of the covariance matrix and T as transpose vector [5].  The formula 
of Mahalanobis distance is shown in Eq. (7) [5]. 
2 T 1D (x m) C (x m)−= − −    (7) 
 
The matching process to identify a face by comparing a morphable face model with a probe face is seen in 
Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4.  Matching process for face identification 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This face recognition system uses the CNN 2D-3D Reconstruction method using Shape and Texture 
Vectors Combined. This system produces a face recognition system by producing a new face database. 
Examples of face images used and the representations of the results of face image correlation are shown in 
Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. Face image sample and correlation of every point 
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The results of the reconstruction of facial images that have been processed using CNN are seen in 
Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6.  Reconstructed 3D face image 
 
The results of 3D image reconstruction using CNN are then processed using feature extraction by 
the PCA method to reduce image dimensions. The PCA reduction image is then processed using the 
Mahalanobis Distance method as its classification method. Several tests were carried out to produce an 
accurate facial recognition. Testing is done by comparing the use of the PCA method with 3Wavelet-PCA. A 
comparison between the Euclidean Distance method andthe Mahalanobis Distance method was used in the 
classification process. This test shows that the accuracy of facial recognition using PCA-Mahalanobis is 
better than other methods. The test results of the proposed model are seen in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Recognition Rate 
Object 
Recognition Rate (%) 
Euclidean Mahalanobis 
PCA 
3Wavelet-
PCA 
PCA 
3Wavelet-
PCA 
10 90.00 80.00 100.00 90.00 
20 95.00 90.00 100.00 95.00 
30 96.67 93.33 96.67 93.33 
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Subsequent tests were carried out by comparing the accuracy of the proposed face recognition from 
different angle/face rotation. Tests using face position comparisons were performed on left rotation, right 
rotation, top rotation, bottom rotation, and each rotation angle was 0 °, 22.5 °, 45 °. Tests carried out using 40 
face sample data with each face 12 different rotations. The results of tests with various rotations of facial 
positions can be seen in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Recognition Rate based on face rotation 
Angle (°) 
Recognition rate (%) 
Left rotation 
Right 
Rotation 
Up Rotation 
 
Up Rotation 
0 100 100 100 100 
22.5 100 100 100 100 
45 100 100 100 100 
 
Test results show that at an angle of 0° (frontal face) to 45° can produce 100% accuracy of face 
recognition. These results indicate that the use of 2D-3D reconstruction using CNN does not affect the 
accuracy of facial recognition even though it is performed on various types of face. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
From several studies on face recognition systems, there are still many methods and algorithms that 
have not been examined specifically, especially the use of reconstruction of algorithms from 2D images to 
3D shapes that are used as databases in face recognition. The face recognition system proposed uses an 
approach to develop 2D to 3D image reconstruction models using the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 
The CNN method is used to produce a 3D face image from 2D face images. The merging vector shapes and 
textures are used to produce correlation points on new face images that have similarities to the initial image 
used. The result of the process of combining vector shapes and textures from 3D face images is then used as 
a database for the face recognition process. The feature extraction method uses the PCA method, the 
classification method uses the Mahalanobis distance method. Both methods can work well on the proposed 
facial recognition system. The proposed method can produce a face recognition that has a high accuracy of 
up to 100% 
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